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2016 NATIONAL RYAN WHITE CONFERENCE ON HIV CARE & TREATMENT 

Learning Objectives 
At the conclusion of this activity, the participant will be able 
to: 

1. Use data to plan for, document, and monitor health coverage 
enrollment activities. 

2. Describe how to train staff to engage and enroll people living 
with HIV in health coverage. 

3. Describe how to train staff to help clients maintain and use 
health coverage after they have enrolled. 
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Overview of  today’s session 

1. Using data to prepare for Open Enrollment 
2. Engaging clients in conversations about coverage 
3. Supporting clients through the enrollment, 

renewals, and redeterminations 
4. Helping clients maintain and use coverage 
5. Where your organization can make improvements 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will discuss the importance of filing taxes for your clients who had coverage through the Marketplace last year, including the IRS forms for individuals who received financial assistance in the form of advance premium tax credits that will help reconcile their tax credit. We will also discuss what tax season means for clients who had other types of health coverage, such as Medicaid or employer-sponsored insurance. Finally, we will review the steps uninsured clients should take and how some individuals may be exempt from the requirement for health coverage. 



First, do you have a clicker? 

 Do not press any buttons unless we ask 
you to! 
 Before leaving this room… 
 Leave it on your chair. 
 Leave it with one of us. 
 Place it in a basket by the exit. 
 

 



17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

Where’s your fantasy vacation? 

A. On the beach 
B. In the mountains 
C. At a silent 

meditation retreat 
D. Sailing around the 

world 
E. Vegas, baby! 
F. I’m still dreaming… 



14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 14% 

What’s your role? 

A. Program manager or staff 
B. Case manager 
C. Clinical director or staff 
D. Benefits and enrollment 

staff 
E. Director or administrator 
F. Quality assurance / 

compliance 
G. Other 



For coverage that begins: 
 

Apply before 12/15/2016 
 
 
Apply before 1/15/2017 
 
 
Apply before 1/31/2017 

Open Enrollment timeline 

Adapted from www.healthinsurance.org/faqs/what-are-the-acas-enrollment-periods-and-when-can-i-enroll-outside-of-the-open-enrollment-period/ 

2016 2017 
Apr. May Jun. Jul. Aug. Sep. Oct.. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. 

11/1                  1/31 
Open Enrollment  
for Marketplace plans 

1 

1 

1 

JAN. 

FEB. 

MAR. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: RachelleSo let’s begin with an overview of the Affordable Care Act’s marketplace open enrollment period. This year, open enrollment is a three-month period running from November 1 of this year to January 31 of next year, and so uninsured clients can enroll in marketplace health coverage beginning on November 1. All marketplace plans are based on a calendar year and begin on January 1, and the last day that clients can enroll in January 1 coverage is December 15 of this year. After January 1, clients who enroll between the 1-15 of the month will begin coverage on the first of the following month, while those who enroll between the 16th and last day of the month will begin coverage on the second month following the month of enrollment. So clients who enroll by January 15th will begin coverage on February 1, and those who enroll by January 31st will begin coverage on March 1. If clients don’t enroll in a plan by January 31, 2016, they can’t enroll in a marketplace plan for 2016 unless they qualify for a Special Enrollment Period.https://www.healthcare.gov/marketplace-deadlines/



Special Enrollment Periods (SEP) 

Life events 
 Household changes (marriage, birth of child) 
 Loss of coverage 
 Change in immigration status 
 Income changes 

 
Special circumstances 
 Errors, technical glitches 
 Eligibility changes 

 
 
 
 
 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: RachelleSpecial Enrollment Periods are 60-day periods that are granted to eligible consumers in certain circumstances. These circumstances typically fall into two categories, a life-changing event such as marriage or birth, or a loss of coverage event such as loss of employment-sponsored coverage or a loss of Medicaid. If any of these types of events occur, a consumer is granted a 60-day enrollment period to enroll in coverage. For loss of coverage events, these periods can happen 60-days before or after the event, and for life-changing events, these periods are typically for 60-days after the event.This year, there were also limited circumstance special enrollment periods that were granted for a small period of time or for a certain group of individuals, such as individuals who first became aware of the fee for not having health insurance when they filed their 2014 taxes. It’s not certain these types of special enrollment periods will be available again in 2016, but clients who think they may be eligible for a special enrollment period should be encouraged to contact the marketplace and see if they are eligible.�For more details on SEPs, check out the ACE SEP Fact Sheet, we are chatting a link to it now. 



The ACE seven steps of  enrollment 

Engagement Enrollment Retention 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: Karen[CHAT OUT LINK TO ONLINE RESOURCE GUIDE WITH 7 STEPS]Some of you may already be familiar with the ACE TA Center’s Seven Enrollment Steps framework. Seven Enrollment Steps provide a useful framework for this toolkit to help grantees and providers gauge their efforts and monitor their progress.  The steps can be grouped into engagement, enrollment and retention processes – and measures and tools were developed to touch upon all of these processes. This tool will help organizations determine the most effective and efficient way to support clients across the seven enrollment steps and ensure that staff time is spent on activities that promote successful engagement, enrollment, and renewal activities, as well as demonstrate vigorous pursuit to HRSA.



Using data to prepare  
for Open Enrollment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: KarenHi everyone. I’m excited to show you another new tool that is being released by the ACE TA Center, called Using Data to Inform Engagement and Enrollment Activities: A Toolkit.



Not
discussed

Discussed
but not
started

Collecting
some data

Routinely
collecting

robust
data

25% 25% 25% 25% 

What stage is your organization in 
respect to collecting enrollment data? 

A. Not discussed 
B. Discussed but not 

started 
C. Collecting some 

data 
D. Routinely 

collecting robust 
data 



Raise hands 

For those currently collecting data, how is 
your organization using these data? 
 Track activities/progress 
 Identify populations in need 
 Identify enrollment issues for QI 
 Demonstrate “Vigorous Pursuit” 
 Other (chat responses) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: KarenNow for those that are already collecting enrollment data, can you give us a sense of how your organization is using the data? This is a check all that apply question and the response options tie back to our earlier discussion about why documenting and monitoring enrollment are important. The response options are to track enrollment activities/progress, to identify populations in need, to identify enrollment issues for QI, and to demonstrate “vigorous pursuit.” You can also check “other”. If you answer other, then please chat us details about what you’re using these data for. REVIEW RESPONSES



Why track enrollment activities? 

 Document progress 

 Identify populations in need of assistance 

 Identify enrollment issues for 
organizational quality improvement 

 Demonstrate “vigorous pursuit” of 
enrollment 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: KarenThe central goal of the ACA is to expand access to affordable and comprehensive health insurance for eligible adults ages 18 to 64. Documenting and monitoring enrollment can help your organization routinely track your enrollment activities and assess your progress in enrolling eligible clients over time. Enrollment data can also help you identify those communities most in need of assistance – particularly clients of color – in enrolling and maintaining coverage. Enrollment data can also help you identify potential issues that can be addressed through organizational quality improvement, or QI, and help show vigorous pursuit of enrollment.Organizations will be in various stages in terms of collecting enrollment data. The toolkit that I am presenting today is designed for organizations at all stages. Let’s go to a poll.



ACE Enrollment Data Toolkit 

 Designed to help RWHAP recipients and 
subrecipients document, monitor, and improve 
enrollment of PLWH in health coverage 
 Guide decision-making in adopting procedures to 

educate, enroll, and track clients 
 Identify populations experiencing greatest barriers to 

accessing coverage and care 
 Ultimately, improve health outcomes by improving 

access for PLWH 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The enrollment data toolkit was designed to help Ryan White HIV/AIDS Program grantees and service providers document, monitor and improve their enrollment of people living with HIV  in health coverage, post-ACA. It will also help organizations use data to identify populations experiencing the greatest barriers to accessing and maintaining coverage, and remaining in care. The ultimate goal is to improve health outcomes, such as those along the HIV Care Continuum, by improving access to care and coverage for people living with HIV.The processes and measures included in this toolkit are based on the best and promising practices for engagement and enrollment



targethiv.org/ace > Using Data to Track 
Enrollment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: KarenYou might be asking: what is required of me to use this toolkit? The goal of developing this toolkit was to provide a resource that could support Ryan White Program-funded organizations in tracking their enrollment efforts. The sample processes and measures provided in this toolkit are only provided as a resource by the ACE TA Center. They are not required by HRSA. We recommend that you select a few measures that are most relevant to your organization, enrollment activities and client population. Further, we recommend identifying measures that you can calculate using your existing data collection systems, such as the Ryan White Program Services Report (RSR) or the ACE TA Center’s Enrollment Tracking Worksheet (if your organization uses it).  [CHAT OUT LINK TO ENROLLMENT TRACKING WORKSHEET]



Last Open Enrollment Period 

 What were your greatest 
accomplishments? 
 
 What were your greatest  

challenges? 



Using the toolkit to plan for OE 

1. Define/review enrollment goals and objectives. 
2. Document your organization’s enrollment strategy. 
3. Identify process and outcome measures that can be used 

to determine the effectiveness of the enrollment strategy. 
4. Determine how (and how often) to track each measure.  
5. Plan for how (and with whom) to share your findings. 
6. Decide how your organization will use results for 

organizational improvement. 
 
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The guide outlines a framework for documenting and monitoring enrollment activities and includes key questions throughout the six phases that help you design your process. The phases include defining goals, populations and objectives of your organization’s enrollment plan, documenting your adopted enrollment strategy, identifying measures and respective data sources that can be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of your adopted strategy, decide how often to calculate measures, who to share results with, and finally how the results will be used for internal enrollment QI. This toolkit can be used by all organizations, regardless of their Ryan White Program Part funding, state Medicaid expansion status, or data savviness.



 Sample enrollment process and 
outcome measures 

 Template that can be used to collect 
measures 

 Guidance on how to develop SOPs for 
calculating measures   

 Process for identifying the data sources 
for selected measures 

What are the tools?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to providing some guiding questions for the process described above, the toolkit includes a number of other tools to support your work. The key piece is a sample of enrollment process and outcome measures that you can use to document engagement and enrollment of clients. These measures will help your organization answer such questions as “how many uninsured clients did we enroll during the last open enrollment period?”  The toolkit also includes a template that organizations can use to collect measures, guidance on how to develop standard operating procedures or SOPs for collecting data and calculating measures, and outlines a process for identifying data sources for selected measures.



What is a measure? 

 Used to assess performance on enrollment processes  
and outcomes  

 Calculated using the following equation:  
 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =  
𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃
𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑃𝑃

 × 100 
 

 Sample measures in the toolkit outline both numerator  
and denominator.  

 Specify relevant time period 
 Example: during Open Enrollment for Marketplace QHP 

 Determine how often you will run the data 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: KarenBefore I present examples of the various measures, I wanted to have a quick review of “what is a measure?” Measures are used to assess organizational performance on enrollment processes and outcomes. A measure is usually presented as a percent and is made up of a numerator and denominator. The denominator is the total client population eligible to receive the service during the specified time period, while the numerator is a subset of the denominator that actually received the service. The measure ranges from 0% (no one received the service) to 100% (everyone received the service).



 Percent of uninsured clients that service provider 
attempts to contact to enroll during the 
measurement period 
 

 Denominator = uninsured clients at start of 
measurement period = 75 clients 

 Numerator = uninsured clients that were contacted by 
provider = 70 clients 

 

What’s the engagement rate? 

Example engagement measure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If your organization is interested in your ability to engage eligible clients, then you may select measures that fall within step 1: Getting Started. One such measure is the percent of uninsured clients contacted by your staff for enrollment. The denominator would be the number of uninsured clients at the start of the measurement period (in this case, 75 clients at the start of open enrollment) and the numerator would be those that you went on to contact (70 clients). Findings show that you reached 93% of your uninsured clients.



 Percent of uninsured clients that service provider 
attempts to contact to enroll during the 
measurement period 
 

 Denominator = uninsured clients at start of 
measurement period = 75 clients 

 Numerator = uninsured clients that were contacted by 
provider = 70 clients 

 70/75*100 = 93%  
 

93% uninsured clients were contacted by the 
provider during the measurement period 

Example engagement measure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If your organization is interested in your ability to engage eligible clients, then you may select measures that fall within step 1: Getting Started. One such measure is the percent of uninsured clients contacted by your staff for enrollment. The denominator would be the number of uninsured clients at the start of the measurement period (in this case, 75 clients at the start of open enrollment) and the numerator would be those that you went on to contact (70 clients). Findings show that you reached 93% of your uninsured clients.



Example enrollment measure 

 Percent of uninsured eligible clients receiving 
one-on-one enrollment assistance in the 
application process 

 

 Denominator = uninsured clients at start of 
measurement period = 75 clients 

 Numerator = uninsured clients that received assistance 
from provider with application process = 65 clients 

 65/75*100 = 87%  
 

87% uninsured clients were received assistance 
from provider with the application process during 
the measurement period 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: KarenOrganizations that have enrollment assisters or case managers on staff may choose this measure from Step 3: Filling in application. The denominator is the number of uninsured clients at the start of the measurement period (again, 75 clients) and the numerator are those that received assistance from your staff with the application process (65 clients). Findings show that you provided assistance to 87% of eligible clients.



 Measures in retention, disenrollment, churn 
 Example: Percent of clients (with coverage at any point 

during the measurement period) that remain in the same 
coverage  

 Example: Number of clients losing coverage during the 
measurement period 

 

 Renewals for Medicaid and Marketplace QHPs 
 Example: Percent of clients due for renewals during the 

measurement period 

 Example: Percent of clients with completed renewals 
during the measurement period  

Example retention measures 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: KarenFinally, continuity of care and medication hinges on clients staying continuously enrolled in their coverage. Gaps in coverage can occur for many reasons including financial and employment changes and payment problems. It will be important to track who is experiencing gaps as well as the reasons for these gaps. For example, late premium payments can lead to gaps in coverage. This can impact access to care and medications, and have a major impact on medication adherence. This slide shows a number of example measures from the final step – staying enrolled.



New “Covered” video series 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are You Covered - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60zDDrhovaY



How can staff   
engage clients in 
conversations about 
coverage? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ELIZABETH



Eligibility  
Decision Tree 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: LoriTo help your clients decide if they should apply for Medicaid, Marketplace coverage or neither, we have an Eligibility Decision Tree that can be used with your clients. This tool helps guide people through a series of yes/no questions about what they may or may not be eligible to apply for when it comes to Medicaid or Marketplace coverage.



17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

What question do you hear most 
often from your clients? 
A. Why do I need 

insurance? 
B. What if I can’t afford 

health insurance? 
C. Can I stay with my 

current HIV provider? 
D. Will health insurance pay 

for my current HIV 
medications? 

E. Can I still get services 
from the Ryan White 
Program and ADAP? 

F. What if I don’t enroll in 
health insurance? 



Talking with Clients 
About Health 
Coverage: Common 
Questions and 
Suggested Responses 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Role play (not a script), have staff sit down together and work through scenarios, these are concerns we’ve identified through the needs assessment, consumers aren’t always going to have questions. The clients may or may not be asking these questions.



Get Covered for a 
Healthy Life 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: LoriAs the eligibility checklist is something that a navigator or enrollment specialist would use with their client, this next tool is what we call a “consumer tool” — meaning that it is designed for client in plain language.  This one, called “Get Covered for a Healthy Life” targets clients who have not enrolled in health insurance. It’s in a brochure format and addresses common questions and concerns about health insurance and enrolling. An assister can go over this tool while sitting with a client and/or give it to a client to take home. This tool is really intended to motivate clients to enroll and move them from the “contemplation” stage hopefully to “action”.    It has also been translated into Spanish.



Essential health benefits 

Insurance covers 
more than just HIV 
services. 
 

 



Protect your finances 

If something 
unexpected 
happens, you 
won’t go broke 
paying hospital 
bills. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the essential health benefits we just went over, financial protection is a great reason to get health insurance.



Continued RWHAP support 

You are still able to 
get services from the 
Ryan White Program 
not covered by 
insurance. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the essential health benefits we just went over, financial protection is a great reason to get health insurance.



How can staff support 
clients through the 
enrollment process? 



17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

How do you or your subrecipients 
provide enrollment assistance to clients? 

A. HIV program staff are 
trained as assisters 

B. Through an on-site 
enrollment assister 

C. We refer to another 
HIV program 

D. We refer to an outside 
assister organization 

E. Clients enroll on their 
own 

F. Other 



Preparing for Your Enrollment Visit 

Fact Sheet For 
Consumers 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MiraThis next slide shows a one-page fact sheet for consumers. It’s designed to point out a few basic things consumers need to keep in mind in order to advocate for their own needs when they meet with an enrollment assister. For example, the consumer resource encourages consumers to think about what they want from their plan in terms of medications, doctors, or locations. It also encourages them to work closely with a case manager throughout the process, and reminds them to find out how the RWHAP can help, and encourages them to get one-on-one enrollment support.Chat link:Resource for consumers: https://careacttarget.org/library/preparing-your-enrollment-visit-fact-sheet-consumers 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: LoriDesign request:  Screenshot of worksheetIn May the ACE TA Center developed a worksheet that case managers can use with clients to help prepare them for their enrollment visit. The worksheet to help clients gather all the information they will need for their first appointment with an enrollment assister.The client will complete the first two sections with their Ryan White Program case manager, and then bring this sheet to their enrollment appointment. The client will then complete the third section during their enrollment appointment, and then bring the sheet back to their case manager.At the same time that this tool was published, there was also a consumer fact sheet developed.  This is something that you can share with your clients who plan to apply for coverage to help them understand the major steps in the enrollment process. This fact sheet provides clients with an overview of what they need to do once they decide to apply for coverage through the Marketplace.+++ previous slide notes from July 2016 webinar belowMiraThis slide shows a resource for consumers to complete with their case managers, essentially a worksheet to keep track of which documents to bring to the session, and other essential information like which medications need to be covered, before meeting with an enrollment assister.Chat link:Resource for case managers: https://careacttarget.org/library/preparing-your-enrollment-visit-tool-case-managers



targethiv.org/assisters 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MiraTo train enrollment assisters who are new to supporting PLWH, we’ve developed a one-page fact sheet and a brief  animated video. Both of these resources focus on key concepts for supporting people living with HIV in plan enrollment. We have a web page specifically for enrollment assisters where you can find this information. It’s targethiv.org/assisters.JSI chat link: ACE TA Center fact sheet and video for enrollment assisters: targethiv.org/assisters 



Video: How Assisters Can Help People 
Living with HIV Get Affordable Coverage 

targethiv.org/assisters 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MiraHere’s an image of the assister video, which you can find on that same web page for assisters. It’s a nice easy way to start the conversation with partner assister organizations, as you think about training them on the needs of your clients.



What do staff  need  
to know about 
renewals and 
redeterminations? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JULI



Renewals vs. Redeterminations 

 Renewals: process through which a client 
re-enrolls or switches coverage, or insurer 
re-enrolls for 2017 

 
 Redeterminations: review of enrolled 

client’s eligibility and re-calculation of 
financial assistance 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachelle: First, let’s start with what we mean when we say renewal or redetermination. Renewal, also called re-enrollment, is the process through which an insurer reenrolls a client in coverage, which can also be referred to as auto-enrollment or a passive renewal, or the process through which a client updates their application and then either re-enrolls in or switches their coverage, which is also referred to as an active renewal. Redeterminations are the process through which the Marketplace will review a client’s eligibility to continue having a Marketplace plan and receive financial assistance, and also the process through which their financial assistance will be re-calculated. 



Importance of  logging into the 
Marketplace 

 Clients enrolled in 2016 Qualified Health 
Plans (QHPs) will be automatically 
renewed for 2017, if their plan is still 
available 
 

 But enrolled clients should still update their 
application and compare plans. 
 

 Active renewal is recommended! 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachelle: To promote clients having continuous coverage and avoiding gaps in coverage, the marketplace renewal process allows for clients to be automatically renewed by their insurer even if they take no action, so long as their plan is still available in 2016. However, it’s important to encourage enrolled clients to log back into the marketplace to update their information and compare the plans available to them. Why is this important? Because a plan might be available now that better meets their health needs or budget, and they may be eligible for higher amounts of financial assistance, so it’s really beneficial to log back into the marketplace, update the application and review plan options. Active renewal is really recommended.



Supporting Clients through 
Renewal and Redetermination 

Encourage and support active renewal 
Log into the Marketplace!  
 
1. Assess client needs 
2. Look at QHP options 
3. Eligibility redetermination 
4. File and reconcile taxes 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachelle: So what can you do in help clients actively renew this year? There are four key steps…1. assess client needs. 2. look at qhp options 3. assist with eligibility redetermination process and 4. remind clients who received APTCs last year to file and reconcile their 2014 taxes. let’s go through each of these steps one by one.



1. Assess client needs 

 Client health care needs may have changed 
 Important that client’s plan fits their current 

needs 
 There may be new plan options. Plans 

change, people change 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachelle: The first step is to assess your client’s health needs to see if they’ve changed since their last enrollment. For example, perhaps they need a new prescription or medical device this year, or perhaps their seeing a new provider. It’s important to help ensure they’re covered by a plan in 2016 that meets their current needs, and so a great first step is to evaluate whether needs have changed before looking for plan that best meets those needs.



2. Look at QHP options 

 Make sure the client’s QHP is available 
and still the best option 
 Review plan features, such as medication, 

providers, and costs, that may have 
changed 
 Check if your ADAP has recommended 

particular plans 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachelle: To help clients remain in coverage that meets their health needs and budget, a second important step is to encourage them to review both their current plan benefits and features, as well the features of new plans available to them this year to see if one is more affordable to them or covers their needed services, benefits and providers in a more comprehensive way than their current plan. In addition, depending on the AIDS Drug Assistance Program, or ADAP, in your area, some programs review and recommend certain health plans and only provide assistance for certain plans, and so it’s important to check with your state ADAP first to see which plans are recommended to make sure your client is enrolled in a plan that best meets their needs. If you’re wondering how to contact your state’s ADAP program, we have a listing on our web page. We’re going to chat a link to you all right now so you can get there easily. Chat link: https://careacttarget.org/library/adap-eligibility-insurance-assistance-resources



3. Eligibility redetermination:
 Financial assistance 

Premium Tax Credit (PTC) -A tax credit to 
lower the cost of insurance premiums for 
Marketplace coverage. 
 

Advance Premium Tax Credit (APTC)- the 
credit is paid directly to the insurer to lower 
your monthly premium.  
 

Cost-sharing reduction (CSR)- lowers the 
amount individuals and families have to pay for 
out-of-pocket expenses- deductibles, 
coinsurance, and copayments. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachelle: The third step you can take is to assist your clients with the eligibility redetermination process, which again is the process through which their financial assistance will be recalculated. But what do we mean when we say financial assistance? We’ll we’re really referring to three different things …Premium tax credit - a credit clients will receive at tax time to help reimburse them for the premium payments they made throughout the yearAn Advanced premium tax credit - a credit that gets paid directly to a client’s insurer each month, and then the client pays the premium balanceAnd cost-sharing reductions, which are discounts that clients receive to help lower out-of-pocket costs, such as deductibles and copaymentsIn addition, ADAPs provide different kinds of additional financial help, and more details will be provided in our December webinar. Clients are encouraged to take the APTCs because doing so helps the Ryan White program provide their assistance more efficiently, and so clients can receive assistance with premium payments every month. 



3. Eligibility redetermination  

 All previously enrolled clients will get an 
updated determination based on:  
 The most recent income data  
 Updated benchmark premium data 
 Federal  poverty levels 
 
Regardless of activity in Open Enrollment  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachelle: So how are these different types of financial assistance redetermined? Well similar to the renewal process, clients receiving financial assistance this year will have their current amounts automatically redetermined based on the most recent income information on file, updated benchmark premium data, and federal poverty levels, regardless of whether they update their application during open enrollment.



3. Eligibility redetermination  

 Marketplace will use most recent income 
information on file – either 2015 taxes or 
2016 application information 

 
 Eligibility redetermination and APTC 

recalculation will be automatic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachelle: So in contrast to last year, when consumers needed to actively re-enroll in order to receive an updated eligibility determination, this year the redetermination process will be automatic. And depending on whether and when a client updated their marketplace application, the most recent income information on file will be either 2014 tax data or 2015 application information.



3. Eligibility redetermination: 
 Here’s what you can do 

 Make sure application information is 
accurate to continue qualifying for health 
insurance and financial assistance 

 
 Be sure to remind clients to open and read 

notices received from the Marketplace 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachelle: But even though the redetermination process is automatic, it’s still important for clients to log back in and update their application so they can be sure the marketplace will be using the most up-to-date information on file and the recalculation of their financial assistance is accurate. In addition, because new premium data and federal poverty levels will be used, it could be the case that your client will qualify for more financial assistance even if their income or other eligibility information hasn’t changed. Lastly, your clients will receive notices from the marketplace informing them whether they’re at risk of losing their financial assistance, as well as notices from their insurer informing them whether their plan is still available, what their new premium amount is, so it’s important for them to read any notices from the marketplace and their insurer. �Chat out this link to see sample notices? https://marketplace.cms.gov/applications-and-forms/notices.html



4. File and reconcile taxes 

 Authorize tax data collection from the 
Internal Revenue Service (IRS) if they did 
not do this in the past 
 Make sure clients have filed 2015 taxes to 

reconcile APTCs 
 If not, clients will lose financial assistance 

12/31/16 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rachelle: If your client is currently receiving financial assistance from the marketplace, the last step you can take to ensure a successful plan renewal is to make sure they’ve filed their 2014 taxes and reconciled 2014 APTCs, and authorized the marketplace to review their tax data, to be able to continue receiving APTCs in 2016.



Learn more! 

The Connection Between Tax Filing and 
Health Coverage: What Does It Mean for 
Ryan White Programs? 
 Friday, 8 AM  
 Silver Linden (Mezzanine) 



Plan renewals flowchart:  
Five key questions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lori:  This is a screen shot of what the entire flowchart looks like. I should also mention that there is also a page that precedes the flowchart that outlines the key dates during the open enrollment time period.  I don’t expect you can actually read the 5 main points that we make in the flowchart, so we’ll then go over them individually, and they are: 1) was your client enrolled in a qualified health plan in 2015? 2) is your client’s QHP available in 2016? 3) Did your client receive financial assistance, such as tax credits and cost-sharing reductions, in 2015? 4) did the client file taxes in 2015? And 5) did the client authorize the collection of tax data from the IRS? 



17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

Why should you help your clients log in 
to the Marketplate during OE? 

A. Compare 2017 plans 
and prices 

B. Authorize tax data 
collection 

C. Confirm/update 
eligibility information 

D. Confirm tax filing and 
reconciliation 

E. Begin the plan 
selection process 

F. All of the above 



20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 

Your client has been enrolled in a Marketplace 
plan and receiving APTCs. What will happen if  the 
client has not filed their 2015 taxes? They… 

A. Will not be eligible for 
health coverage 

B. Must change health 
plans 

C. Will not be eligible for 
APTCs 

D. All of the above 
E. None of the above 



FAQ: PTCs and CSRs 

targethiv.org/ace/tools-and-resources 



How can staff  help 
clients maintain and 
use health coverage? 
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JULI



Helping clients stay covered 

Action Steps: 
 Make sure clients stay engaged in the RWHAP 

(e.g., through case management) 
 If possible, keep clients enrolled (and up-to-date) 

in ADAP 
 Help clients update their Marketplace 

applications annually, and in the case of any life 
changes 

 Make sure clients know they can review and 
change plans during open enrollment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: LoriRegardless of whether your client is enrolling in open enrollment, renewing, or getting covered in a special enrollment period, it’s important that clients stay enrolled and up to date in ADAP.  As long as your client updates ADAP, then they won’t risk any interruption in their medications provided by ADAP. Another way to help your clients stay covered it so help your clients update their Marketplace applications and also making sure your clients know they can review and change plans during open enrollment.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter:  LoriThis consumer-facing tool is called “Making the Most of Your Coverage.” It’s designed as a tool that you can print out for clients or leave in your waiting room. It’s available in English, Spanish and Haitian Creole.  It’s a very handy guide that provides information in plain language about:	•	Identifying important health insurance documents	•	Defining key insurance terms	•	Anticipating potential health care costs	•	Knowing where to go for care, and	•	Making the most of each medical visit



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: LoriDesign request: Screenshot of “Stay Covered All Year Long:Here is a screenshot of another consumer tool called “Stay Covered All Year Long.”The tips in this resource focus on things like:Paying premiums on timeReporting income and household changesWhat to do if they lose coverage or managing a change in coverage between the Marketplace and Medicaid+++slide notes below from July 2016 webinar+++MiraThis consumer resource, “Stay Covered All Year Long” can be shared with consumers after they enroll in health insurance to help them understand what they can do to maintain their coverage: paying premiums on time; reporting income and household changes; and what to do if they lose coverage. Chat link: Stay Covered All Year Long: https://careacttarget.org/library/stay-covered-all-year-long-consumer-resource



Watch “Covered” Videos 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w61vGVc6u4g



Where can your 
organization make 
additional 
improvements? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ELIZABETHHi, everyone. I’m going to introduce you to a new ACE TA Center self-assessment tool to help your organization find out how it’s doing in terms of engaging, enrolling and retaining clients in ACA health coverage.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a screenshot of the self assessment on the TARGET Center website. In order to access the self assessment, you will need to log into your TARGET Center user account. If you haven’t already created an account, you will be prompted when you start the self-assessment, or you can sign up on the TARGET Center homepage. You can start anywhere and complete any or all sections. Your answers will be saved and you can go back in and retake sections at any time. 



Organizational self-assessment 

 Web-based module asks questions about your 
current practices 
  

 Generates a customized summary based on 
your responses 
 Areas for improvement 
 Helpful resources to help you get started 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JulieThe organizational self assessment is web-based and available on the TARGET Center website. The assessment has 19 questions and asks about your organization’s current practices on engaging and enrolling clients in coverage. Based on your responses, it then generates a customized report that highlights where you’re doing well, areas for improvement, and tips and suggestions to help you get started, as well as links to tools and resources.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, the first practice in this section is familiarity with ACA law. For this practice (and with each one that follows), the name of the practice is followed by some text describing the practice. You’ll need to read this text first, before you rate your organization for the corresponding practice.For familiarity with ACA law, all staff that interact with clients should know the basics of the ACA, new health coverage options, and the enrollment process in their state. It may also be important to include information about how the law is being implemented at the local level. Among other details, basic training on the ACA should explain that you can no longer be discriminated against for because of your gender or health status, and you can’t be denied coverage due to a pre-existing condition. Staff that interact with clients should participate in at least one initial ACA basics training and an annual refresher training before open enrollment. For each of the best and promising practices in the self assessment, you will be asked to rate your organization’s level of implementation with that practice on a scale from fully implemented to not at all implemented. 



25% 25% 25% 25% 

My organization documents its efforts to 
identify, engage, and educate clients 
who may be eligible for coverage. 

A. Fully implemented 
B. Partially implemented 
C. Not at all implemented 
D. Not applicable 



Customized report with 
resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also download the report as a PDF for easy printing or emailing. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: JulieIn addition, all of the best and promising practices and resources are on the TARGET website as a stand-alone interactive guide. You can access the guide without completing the self-assessment although we encourage you to do so. The link to the self assessment and the guide is being chatted out to everyone right now.Here is a screenshot of the online interactive guide. You can click on each practice and the item will expand to include the suggestions and resources. We hope you will find the self assessment and resources informative and useful. Now I am going to turn the presentation over to Karen for an introduction to the data toolkit.



Archived ACE webinars 

 Supporting Health Coverage Enrollment for Ryan White 
HIV/AIDS Program Clients (August 10, 2016) 

 Connecting Recently Incarcerated People Living with HIV to 
Health Coverage and Care (June 23, 2016) 

 Best Practices to Engage, Enroll, and Retain Ryan White 
HIV/AIDS Program Clients in Health Coverage (April 27, 2016) 

 Access to Health Coverage for Immigrants Living with HIV 
(January 14, 2016) 

 New tools to help organizations monitor and improve 
enrollment (October 8, 2015) 
 
targethiv.org/ace/webinars 

 



www.targethiv.org/ace 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: MiraGive a quick overview of the ACE TA Center and our objective



Questions?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter: MiraNow let’s take your questions…We will be sending you a summary of the questions and answers that have been provided on this webinar and posting those on the TARGET Center within a few weeks from today.



2016 NATIONAL RYAN WHITE CONFERENCE ON HIV CARE & TREATMENT 

Obtaining CME/CE Credit 
If you would like to receive continuing 
education credit for this activity, please 
visit: 
 

http://ryanwhite.cds.pesgce.com  
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Required slide. 
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